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Abstract
We study the charge response of conformal ﬁeld theories (CFTs) at non-zero temperature in 2+1
dimensions using the AdS/CFT correspondence. A central role is played by the quasinormal modes
(QNMs), speciﬁcally, the poles and zeros of the current correlators. We generalize our recent study of the
QNMs of the a.c. charge conductivity to include momentum dependence. This sheds light on the various
excitations in the CFT. We begin by discussing the R-current correlators of the N = 8 SU(Nc)s u p e r -
Yang-Mills theory at its conformal ﬁxed point using holography. For instance, transitions in the QNM
spectrum as a function of momentum clearly identify “hydrodynamic-to-relativistic”crossovers. We then
extend our study to include four-derivative terms in the gravitational description allowing us to study
more generic charge response as well as the role of S-duality, which plays a central role in understanding
the correlators. The presence of dispersing Drude-like QNMs can lead to new behavior, distinct from
what occurs in the aforementioned gauge theory. We also extend previous conductivity sum rules to ﬁnite
momentum and discuss their interpretation in the gravity picture. A comparison is ﬁnally made with the
conformal ﬁxed point of the vector O(N) model in the large-N limit.
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2I. INTRODUCTION
The subject of strongly-coupled quantum criticality (QC) without well-deﬁned quasiparticle
excitations has long been an important focus of the study of correlated electron systems. The
simplest examples of such states in two spatial dimensions are provided by quantum critical points
described by conformal ﬁeld theories (CFT3s). The traditional condensed matter approach to
the non-zero temperature dynamics of such systems has been to apply the quantum Boltzmann
equation, and related perturbative ﬁeld-theoretic methods.1 However, such methods are designed
for systems with long-lived quasiparticles, and the range of their applicability to systems without
quasiparticles is unclear. The AdS/CFT correspondence2 has provided a new set of tools to
investigate the dynamics of QC:3 an important advantage of this method is that quasiparticles
do not appear at any stage in the computation, and the even the leading results do not contain
artifacts linked to existence of long-lived quasiparticles. Instead, a simple picture of the dynamics
emerges in terms of the quasinormal modes (QNMs) of a gravitational theory on an asymptotically
Anti de Sitter (AdS) spacetime. In a recent paper we described the structure of these QNMs in
some detail for spatially uniform probes.4 This paper will extend the analysis to allow for spatial
dependence, and describe the dispersion of the QNMs as a function of spatial momentum. As we
shall see, this yields far deeper insights than the zero-momentum response.
Our objects of study are two-point correlation functions of currents in thermally excited CFT3s.
Expressed in frequency-momentum space these are hJµ(!,k)J⌫( !, k)i,w h e r et h ea v e r a g ei so v e r
the thermal density matrix, while µ,⌫ are spacetime indices. Such correlators yield, for instance,
the frequency-dependent charge conductivity in the limit of vanishing momentum. We emphasize
these current correlators can be probed experimentally in QC systems with emergent Lorentz in-
variance. An important example is the quantum phase transition between a bosonic Mott insulator
and a superﬂuid in two spatial dimensions, which is described by the well-known QC O(2) model.
Recent experiments with ultra-cold atoms have realized such a QC point, both in three5 and two6–8
dimensions. The excellent control in these experiments gives hope that the universal QC charge
response could be measured in the near future. However, as interactions are strongly relevant
in such critical systems, the theoretical description of many quantities remains very challenging,
especially concerning the current correlators of the U(1) charge in real time and at ﬁnite tempera-
ture. On the other hand, holographic methods have successfully yielded some general insights into
problem at hand.3,4,9,10 For instance, the frequency-dependent conductivity of a strongly correlated
CFT (with supersymmetry) has been exactly computed3 using the AdS/CFT correspondence.2 It
was remarkably found that the conductivity does not vary with frequency because of an emergent
self-duality, which is not expected to hold for generic CFTs. Further extensions9,10 of the origi-
nal holographic model have yielded frequency-dependent conductivities that can be expected in
quantum ﬂuids with particle- or vortex-like excitations. A sharp distinction between the two types
of response can be made by examining the correlators at complex frequencies:4 the particle-like
conductivity has a pole at a frequency of order  iT,w h e r e a st h ev o r t e x - l i k ec o n d u c t i v i t yh a sa
3zero there. These become manifest at real frequencies by the presence of a maximum or minimum
at zero frequency, respectively, i.e. a Drude-like peak or valley. These types of poles and zeros, the
QNMs, acquire a signiﬁcant physical meaning for the correlated CFT: they are excitation modes
of the system. In this sense, understanding how they propagate or disperse as a function of mo-
mentum yields important insight into the excitation channels of the CFT. In a certain sense, the
QNMs supersede the concept of weakly interacting quasiparticles.
Interestingly, the AdS/CFT correspondence connects these QNMs with discrete excitation
modes of a black hole in one higher dimension,11 which allows for the inclusion of a ﬁnite tem-
perature. In the case of the QNMs of the current correlators, these excitations correspond to
electromagnetic “eigenmodes” of the black hole. The holographic correspondence thus identiﬁes
the “normal” modes of black holes with the emergent excitations of a strongly correlated CFT.11
We mention that such QNMs have been explored in a variety of di↵erent holographic applications
to strongly correlated systems potentially relevant to condensed matter.3,4,12–16 Ar e c e n tr e v i e wb y
Hartnoll17 covers a number of these, with special focus on the QNMs.
A. Main results
The CFT current correlators are obtained holographically via a general four-derivative bulk
action,9,10 which in one limit describes the R-current correlators of an N = 8 superconformal gauge
theory.3 The correlators are found to bear a strong imprint from their T =0L o r e n t zi n v a r i a n tf o r m ,
such as a “reﬂection” property between the real and imaginary parts under exchange of frequency
and momentum, illustrated in Fig. 1.I na l m o s tt h ee n t i r ef r e q u e n c y - m o m e n t u md o m a i n ,e x c e p t
in the hydrodynamic regime, the correlators can indeed be interpreted as “smoothed” versions of
the relativistic forms. The “smoothing” occurs via the breakup at ﬁnite temperature of the T =0
branch cuts into a discrete sequence of poles and zeros, the QNMs. We further identify sharp
transitions in the QNM spectrum as a function of momentum, and these manifest themselves at
real frequencies as hydrodynamic-to-relativistic crossovers. In this respect, we emphasize how the
presence of a four-derivative term in the bulk action can lead to distinct behavior compared to the
two-derivative Einstein-Maxwell action. There is a particular QNM on the imaginary frequency
axis, referred as the “Drude” QNM, which lies at the heart of the di↵erence: such a QNM is
expected to be present in generic CFT3s and appears only in the four-derivative theory. As we
have noted previously,4 when this Drude-like QNM is a pole, it gives rise to a similar small-
frequency conductivity as obtains in a gas of electrons subject to a source of inelastic scattering
(disorder). An important di↵erence is that translation symmetry is not broken in a CFT, instead
the ﬁnite d.c. conductivity results from the particle-hole symmetry at zero charge density. It is
with this important caveat that we use the designation “Drude” QNM.
Ag e n e r a l i z a t i o no fp a r t i c l e - v o r t e xd u a l i t y ,S - d u a l i t y , 18 which manifests itself as electric-
magnetic duality in the bulk, plays a central role in our analysis. It leads for instance to the
appearance of a hydrodynamic zero in the transverse response (i.e. when the current is transverse
4to the momentum). This zero becomes the standard hydrodynamic pole ! ⇠  i ˆ Dk2 of the S-dual
theory, where ˆ D is the S-dual di↵usion constant. S-duality is also central in the sum rule analysis,
which we extend to ﬁnite momentum, see Eq. (38)a n dE q .( 41). The conductivity sum rules4,16
obtained at zero momentum, for both the direct and S-dual4 theories, are found to rely on the bulk
gauge invariance of the gauge ﬁeld holographically dual to the CFT current operator. We ﬁnally
conclude with a comparison with the vector O(N)m o d e la ti t sl a r g e - N conformal ﬁxed point. For
instance, we ﬁnd an analogous sum rule to what is obtained in the holographic analysis, including
an almost exact agreement between static correlators entering the sum rules.
The outline is as follows: We ﬁrst discuss general properties of current correlators in CFT3s
in Section II.W et h e nt u r nt ot h e i re x p l i c i ts t u d yi nas u p e r s y m m e t r i cg a u g et h e o r yu s i n gt h e
AdS/CFT correspondence in Section III.W ee x t e n dt h ea n a l y s i st om o r eg e n e r i ch o l o g r a p h i cm o d -
els including a four-derivative bulk term in Section IV.S u mr u l e sa r ed i s c u s s e di nS e c t i o nV,a n d
ﬁnally a comparison with the vector O(N)m o d e li sm a d ei nS e c t i o nVI,f o l l o w e db yac o n c l u s i o n .
II. CURRENT CORRELATORS IN A CFT
We ﬁrst review some general properties of the current correlators in CFT3s, namely the mero-
morphic structure in Subsection IIA and the asymptotics in Subsection IIB.
A. Physical imprint in the analytic structure
In the holographic models we consider below, the ﬁnite-temperature current correlators will be
meromorphic in the complex frequency plane, i.e. they will be analytic except at a discrete set
of ﬁnite order poles. Moreover all the poles (and zeros) will be in the lower half-plane (LHP) of
frequency by virtue of retardedness. One can ask: To what extent are these properties generic? For
instance, it is well-known that the zero-momentum correlators, which give the conductivity, will
generically have a branch cut at frequencies whose norm is much less than the temperature. This
branch cut emanates from the zero frequency point and is associated with the so-called long-time
tails of hydrodynamics,19,20 following from the presence of gapless hydrodynamic modes at arbitrary
long-wavelengths, such as the well-known di↵usive mode discussed below. At ﬁnite momentum,
however, the length scale introduced in the problem is expected to introduce an IR cuto↵ beyond
which correlators decay exponentially and not algebraically, thus excluding branch cuts of that sort.
Such arguments seem reasonable as they are based on the universal principles of hydrodynamics.
But what about frequencies whose norm is of the order or greater than the temperature and thus
fall beyond the hydrodynamic regime? In that case, a statement regarding general interacting
CFTs is hard to establish, but it is not unreasonable to expect that a slightly (read inﬁnitesimally)
perturbed thermal CFT state will relax back to local equilibrium exponentially fast, which is
tantamount to assuming that no branch cuts will emanate from the real axis. This does not
5preclude the presence of branch cuts in the LHP away from the real frequency-axis. These are
absent in the holographic models we study, but it is at present unclear if CFT3s will generically
obey this rule. It would be interesting to investigate this aspect in more detail by considering
speciﬁc CFTs, such as the O(N)v e c t o rm o d e la tﬁ n i t eb u tl a r g eN. (The N !1is discussed in
Section VI.)
To gain further insight into the role of the QNMs, let us consider a generic meromorphic current
correlator, as obtained using holography for instance:
hJµ(!,k)J⌫( !, k)i = a
Q
m(!   ˆ !m
k )
Q
n(!   !n
k)
!
X
n
ane
 |=!n
k|t i<!n
kt , (1)
where a is a constant and the arrow indicates a temporal Fourier transform. Each pole QNM, !n
k,
contributes an exponential to the time-dependence of the correlation function. As all the poles are
in the LHP, the exponentials decay time (an exception is made for poles directly on the real axis.)
We thus see that the QNMs with the smallest-norm imaginary part will dominate the long-time
response of the system. On the other hand, the real part provides the oscillatory behavior. As
the momentum k increases from zero to inﬁnity, these time scales will change and lead to very
di↵erent behavior. In the language of the excitation modes of the system, the absolute value of
the imaginary part gives the lifetime of the excitation, while the real part its energy. A so-called
quasiparticle mode will have an energy much greater than its lifetime; while purely damped modes
do not have a real part, such as the di↵usion pole. The momentum dependence of these modes
gives a generalized dispersion relation. In the case of the quasiparticle QNMs, this replaces the
usual energy-momentum dispersion relation of weakly interacting quasiparticles.
The zeros, ˆ !n
k, play an important role as well. Not only are they essential to determine the
values of the correlator, but in the theories we consider below, they also correspond to the QNM
excitations of the S-dual theory. S-duality (see 18 for its action in CFT3s) is a generalization of the
usual particle-vortex duality familiar in the context of the O(2) model describing the superﬂuid-
to-insulator quantum phase transition.
Finally, as we argue below, the QNMs evolve into branch cuts in the limit of zero temperature
where one recovers power law decay in time of the correlation functions, in accordance with the
behavior expected to take place directly at the ﬁxed point. This is physically clear given that the
QNM excitations merge and form a continuum.
B. Symmetries and asymptotic forms
We now review the symmetries and asymptotic behavior of the current correlators. This will
serve as an important comparison point throughout the work. Although most of the discussion
follows Ref. 3,w em a k en e wr e m a r k sr e g a r d i n gt h eh y d r o d y n a m i cb e h a v i o ro ft h et r a n s v e r s e
current correlators, which naturally leads to S-duality. We consider correlation functions involving
6two conserved currents, Ja
µ(x), in a CFT at ﬁnite temperature, where µ is the spacetime index,
while a labels the ﬂavor. The Fourier transform of the retarded current correlator, Cab
µ⌫(x)=
 i✓(x0)h[Ja
µ(x),J ⌫(0)]i,c a nb ed e c o m p o s e da sf o l l o w s
C
ab
µ⌫(!,k)=P
L
µ⌫⇧
L
ab(!,k)+P
T
µ⌫⇧
T
ab(!,k), (2)
where two sets of functions, ⇧L
ab and ⇧T
ab,a r en e e d e db e c a u s et h et e m p e r a t u r eb r e a k st h eL o r e n t z
invariance. The temperature dependence enters fully via the rescaled frequency !/T and mo-
mentum k/T.W e w o r k i n u n i t s w h e r e c = ~ = kB = 1 throughout. The transverse projector
reads
P
T
tt = P
T
ti = P
T
it =0 ,P
T
ij =  ij  
kikj
k · k
, (3)
and by orthogonality: P L
µ⌫ =[ ⌘µ⌫   kµk⌫/k · k]   P T
µ⌫,w h e r ekµ =( !,k)a n dr o m a ni n d i c e sr u n
over spatial coordinates. The Minkowski metric was introduced, ⌘µ⌫ =d i a g (  1,1,1), such that
k ·k = ⌘  0k k 0 =  !2 +k2.I ti se a s yt os e et h a tCab
µ⌫(!,k)i ss y m m e t r i ci nµ,⌫ and satisﬁes the
Ward identity kµCµ⌫(!,k)=0r e s u l t i n gf r o mc u r r e n tc o n s e r v a t i o n .B o t ho ft h e s ep r o p e r t i e sa r e
in fact independently satisﬁed by the projectors, P L,T
µ⌫ .
Due to the rotational invariance, we are free to ﬁx the momentum to point along the x-direction,
k =( k,0), which yields
C
ab
tt (!,k)=
k2
!2   k2⇧
L
ab ; C
ab
xx(!,k)=
!2
!2   k2⇧
L
ab , (4)
C
ab
yy(!,k)=⇧
T
ab . (5)
Also, Cab
tx = Cab
xt =   !k
!2 k2⇧L while all the ones mixing y with x or t vanish, in line with the
decoupling between longitudinal and transverse responses. In the limit of zero temperature, a
simple form dictated by Lorentz invariance emerges:
C
ab
µ⌫(!,k)
   
T=0 =
✓
⌘µ⌫  
kµk⌫
k · k
◆p
k · kKab , (6)
where Kab are the conductivities in the !/T !1limit: Kab =  ab
1.W ec h o o s et h eb r a n c ho ft h e
square root
p
k · k to be in the LHP !-plane and such that =
p
k · k>0w h e nw>q . Speciﬁcally,
the charge and transverse current correlators read:
C
ab
tt (!,k)
   
T=0 =
k2
p
 !2 + k2Kab , (7)
C
ab
yy(!,k)
   
T=0 =  
p
 !2 + k2Kab . (8)
We note that these functions have branch points at ! = ±k: Ctt has branch poles while Cyy branch
7zeros. The presence of branch cuts implies the absence of undamped, propagating modes, which
would be signaled by simple poles at ! = ±k.
At ﬁnite temperature and in the opposite limit of small frequency and momentum, |!|,k⌧ T,
we obtain hydrodynamic behavior. For example, the correlators of the conserved charge densities,
Ja
t ,r e a d
C
ab
tt (!,k) ⇡
X
`
 `
abD`k2
i!   D`k2 , |!|,k⌧ T, (9)
where ` sums over the di↵usive eigenmodes;  `
ab,D ` are the corresponding charge susceptibilities
and di↵usion constants, respectively. By virtue of scaling:  ab = T ¯  `
ab and D` = ¯ D`/T,w i t h¯  `
ab, ¯ D`
being universal dimensionless quantities associated with the conformal ﬁxed point, just like the
Kab introduced in Eq. (6). They are related to the d.c. conductivities via Einstein relations:
 ab
dc =
P
`  `
abD`.C r u c i a l l y , t h e h y d r o d y n a m i c c h a r g e r e s p o n s e i s c h a r a c t e r i z e d b y t h e p r e s e n c e
of di↵usive poles in the LHP !-plane at ! =  iD`k2.I n t h e s a m e l i m i t , w e p r o p o s e t h a t t h e
transverse current correlator is given by
C
ab
yy(!,k) ⇡ 
X
`
 
`
abD`(i!   ˜ D`k
2), (10)
where the tilde variables ˜ D` obey the same scaling as their cousins D`.W es h a l ls e et h a ti nt h e o r i e s
for which we can deﬁne S-duality, these are the di↵usion constants of the S-dual theory. Contrary
to Ctt, the hydrodynamic behavior of the transverse correlator is analytic. However, it has analogs
to the di↵usive poles: a set of “di↵usive zeros” at ! =  i ˜ D`k2. When S-duality exists, it will map
these to the di↵usive poles of the S-dual theory.
III. N =8SUPER-YANG-MILLS
We ﬁrst examine a special theory whose holographic description is believed to be very simple:
it is a 2+1D Yang-Mills theory with gauge group SU(Nc)a n dN =8s u p e r s y m m e t r y . 21 In a
certain large-Nc limit, the theory ﬂows to a strongly coupled CFT. Further, it is believed that this
CFT admits a holographic description in terms of a string theory (or rather its 10+1D extension,
M-theory). The holographic duality maps the vacuum of the CFT to a stack of Nc M2-branes
which can be described by M-theory on AdS4 ⇥S7.I nt h el a r g e - Nc limit, the M-theory reduces to
classical supergravity and the AdS/CFT correspondence allows one to relate the correlators of the
classical gravity on AdS4 to those of the CFT living in one lesser spatial dimension. In particular,
the CFT has a set of SO(8) R-symmetries, which map to the symmetries of the sphere S7 via the
holographic correspondence. The R-symmetries can be thought of as rotations amongst the N =8
supercharges, which get mapped to rotations of the 7-sphere in the dual theory.
The correlators of the 28 =
 8
2
 
R-currents {Ja=1,...,28
µ } are entirely encoded in two functions,
8⇧L,T,d u et ot h eS O ( 8 )s y m m e t r y :
C
ab
µ⌫(!,k)= ab
⇥
P
L
µ⌫⇧
L(!,k)+P
T
µ⌫⇧
T(!,k)
⇤
. (11)
Only the diagonal correlators remain ﬁnite allowing us to drop the ﬂavor indices. A further
simpliﬁcation was shown to exist3 because of the presence of a self-duality which manifests itself
as an electric-magnetic duality in the gravitational description. As a result, the longitudinal and
transverse correlators are directly related:
⇧
L(w,q)⇧
T(w,q)= 
2
0( w
2 + q
2), (12)
where we have introduced the rescaled frequency and momentum:
w =
3!
4⇡T
,q =
3k
4⇡T
. (13)
We have also introduced the charge susceptibility3  0 =( 4 ⇡T/3)g
 2
4 , where g
 2
4 =(
p
2/6⇡)N
3/2
c
is the inverse coupling squared of the gauge ﬁeld holographically dual to a given R-current, as
discussed in more detail below. It should be noted that that the frequency and momentum are
rescaled by the di↵usion constant, D0 =3 /4⇡T,w h i c hi sr e l a t e dt o 0 by the Einstein relation
D0 0 =  0,w h e r et h ed . c .R - c h a r g ec o n d u c t i v i t yi s 0 =1 /g2
4.B y v i r t u e o f t h e s e l f - d u a l i t y
mentioned above, the a.c. conductivity was remarkably found to be frequency independent,3 af a c t
to which we return in the next section.
We ﬁnally note that as a result of Eq. (12), the charge correlator Ctt,E q .( 4), can be expressed
in terms of the transverse one, ⇧T = Cyy:
Ctt(w,q)= 
 2
0q2
⇧T(w,q)
(14)
A. Bulk action for boundary correlators
We introduce the basic holographic tools needed to compute the correlators and refer the
reader to some reviews aimed at condensed matter researchers for further background on this
rich topic.17,22–24 In the AdS/CFT correspondence, the global currents in the CFT are dual to
gauge ﬁelds in the bulk. Since the current correlators are diagonal in the R-charge ﬂavor index,
and the bulk gauge coupling tends to zero in the large-Nc limit we can focus on a single U(1) gauge
ﬁeld Aa(t,x,y,r)i n s t e a do fc o n s i d e r i n gt h ef u l ln o n - a b e l i a nS O ( 8 )g a u g es t r u c t u r e .T h ec o o r d i -
nate r is along the extra spatial dimension. This gauge ﬁeld will be dual to a current operator
Jµ(t,x,y)t h a tc a nb et h o u g h tt ol i v eo nt h eb o u n d a r ya tr = 1. The AdS/CFT correspondence
relates the current correlator to the value of the gauge ﬁeld at the boundary of the bulk 3+1D
spacetime. One then trades the problem of computing two-point functions in a correlated CFT
9with that of solving Maxwell equations for Aµ in a speciﬁc curved spacetime. The latter contains
a (planar) black hole and the r-coordinate of the horizon is proportional to the temperature of the
boundary CFT. The spacetime tends to AdS4 as r approaches inﬁnity. The gravitational 3+1D
Maxwell-Einstein action used to calculate the current correlators of the boundary CFT reads3
Sbulk =
Z
d
4x
p
 g

1
22
✓
R +
6
L2
◆
 
1
4g2
4
FabF
ab
 
, (15)
where g is the determinant of the metric gab with Ricci scalar R; F ab is the ﬁeld strength tensor
of the probe U(1) gauge ﬁeld Aa,w h e r er o m a ni n d i c e sr u no v e rt h eb u l ks p a c e t i m ec o m p o n e n t s ,
(t,x,y,r). L is the radius of curvature of the AdS4 spacetime while the gravitational constant 2 is
related to the coe cient of the two-point correlator of the stress-energy tensor Tµ⌫ of the boundary
CFT (this is reviewed in Ref. 25 for e.g.), an analog of the central charge of CFTs in 1+1D. The
gauge coupling constant g2
4 =1 / 1 dictates the inﬁnite-w conductivity.
In the absence of the gauge ﬁeld, which is here only a probe ﬁeld used to calculate the linear
response, the metric that solves the gravitational EoM associated with Sbulk is:
ds
2 =
r2
L2
 
 f(r)dt
2 + dx
2 + dy
2 
+
L2dr2
r2f(r)
, (16)
where f(r)=1  r3
0/r3.S u c h a m e t r i c d e s c r i b e s a s p a c e t i m e w i t h a p l a n a r b l a c k h o l e w h o s e
event horizon is located at r = r0 and singularity at r = 0, and that asymptotically tends to AdS4
as r !1 .T h e p o s i t i o n o f t h e e v e n t h o r i z o n i s d i r e c t l y p r o p o r t i o n a l t o t h e t e m p e r a t u r e o f t h e
boundary CFT,
T =
3r0
4⇡L2 . (17)
As T ! 0, the black hole disappears and we are left with pure AdS4, which is holographically dual
to the vacuum of the CFT. The presence of a horizon permits the study of thermal states since
the energy that is Hawking radiated from it “heats up the boundary”. It will be more convenient
to use the dimensionless coordinate u = r0/r,i nt e r m so fw h i c hE q .( 16)b e c o m e s
ds
2 =
r2
0
L2u2
 
 f(u)dt
2 + dx
2 + dy
2 
+
L2du2
u2f(u)
,f (u)=1  u
3 . (18)
The EoM for the probe gauge ﬁeld is then the Maxwell equation raF ab =0 ,w h e r era denotes a
covariant derivative with respect to the background metric, gab. As we are interested in the current
correlator in frequency-momentum space, we Fourier transform the gauge ﬁeld:
Aa(t,x,y,u)=
Z
d3k
(2⇡)3e
 i!t+ik·xAa(!,kx,k y,u), (19)
10where the coordinate u was left un-transformed since there is no translational invariance in that
direction. We shall actually solve for the full u-dependence of Aa.W e w o r k i n t h e r a d i a l g a u g e
Au = 0. Without loss of generality, we also set the spatial momentum to be along the x-direction,
(kx,k y)=( k,0). As a result of the self-duality described above, to obtain the full charge response
we only need to solve for the transverse correlator Cyy =⇧ T.I t c a n b e o b t a i n e d u s i n g t h e
AdS/CFT dictionary:
⇧
T(w,q)=  0
@uAy
Ay
       
u=0
, (20)
where Ay is the transverse gauge mode with 3-vector (w,q,0). The explicit EoM for Ay is3
A
00
y +
f0
f
A
0
y +
w2   q2f
f2 Ay =0 ( 2 1 )
where primes denote u-derivatives. Note that we are using the rescaling introduced above for the
frequency and momentum, Eq. (13). To obtain the retarded correlator, we apply an in-falling
boundary condition for the waves at the horizon and solve the equation numerically.3,4,10
In the next section, we examine the frequency-momentum dependence of these correlators in
detail.
B. Familiar behavior of the current correlators
Before looking into the QNMs of the current correlators, which correspond to complex frequen-
cies in the LHP, we ﬁrst study their behavior at real frequencies. This has been previously done
using the AdS/CFT correspondence in Ref. 3.W eb r i e ﬂ yr e v i e wt h er e s u l t sa n dm a k es o m en e w
observations.
The numerical solution can be found in Fig. 1,w h e r et h er e a la n di m a g i n a r yp a r t so fCtt and
Cyy are shown in the (w,q)p l a n e . As a l i e n tf e a t u r ei st h a tt h er e a lp a r t so fCtt and Cyy seem
to be mirror images of the imaginary parts with respect to the w = q line. This is shown more
clearly in Fig. 2,w h e r et h er e dd a s h e dl i n e ss h o wt h er e a lp a r tr e ﬂ e c t e da l o n gt h ew = q line,
 <Cyy(q,w). The agreement is excellent away from the region w ⇠ q. Further, the real parts of
both Ctt and Cyy are ﬁnite mainly in the region q>w ,w h i l et h ei m a g i n a r yp a r t sh a v es u p p o r t
mostly in the complementary region, w>q .W e n o t e t h a t t h e a b o v e p r o p e r t i e s , t h a t a r e o n l y
approximately true here, are exactly satisﬁed by the zero temperature Lorentz invariant correlators,
Cyy =⇧ T =   1
p
 !2 + k2 and Ctt = k2 1/
p
 !2 + k2.I nf a c t ,t h en u m e r i c a ls o l u t i o nf o r⇧ T
not only closely resembles
p
 !2 + k2 but the quantitative agreement is excellent away from the
region ! ⇠ q, as is shown in Fig. 2. As expected, the Lorentz invariant form is a better match at
frequencies and momenta greater than the temperature: for e.g., the hydrodynamic limit clearly
deviates from Lorentz invariance, namely ⇧T ⇠ iw   q2. Nonetheless, we note that the zero
11(a) <Ctt/q2 (b) =Ctt/q2
(c)  <Cyy (d) =Cyy
FIG. 1. Frequency and momentum dependence of the longitudinal and transverse R-current correlators,
Ctt and Cyy, respectively, normalized by   0. Note the reﬂection property under exchange of w and q,a
remnant from the Lorentz invariant T = 0 form.
temperature form and the ﬁnite-T transverse correlator are exactly equal at all frequencies at zero
momentum:3 ⇧T(w,0) =   0iw.S i m i l a r l y , t h e a g r e e m e n t b e t w e e n t h e R - c h a r g e c o r r e l a t o r Ctt
and the T =0f o r mi sa l s og o o de x c e p ti nt h er e g i o nw ⇠ q,w h e r et h el a t t e rh a sas q u a r er o o t
divergence while the former has a ﬁnite peak. The height of the peak grows with momentum thus
approaching the T =0f o r m .I ts h o u l db ea g a i nn o t e dt h a ti ti sn o to n l yt h el a r g ew   q region
where the agreement is excellent: when w<q , Ctt decays very rapidly to zero, the more so as q
grows.
We have seen that the ﬁnite temperature R-current correlators bear a strong imprint from the
Lorentz invariant T =0f o r m s . I ti st h u sn o tu n r e a s o n a b l et oi n t e r p r e tt h e ma s“ s m o o t h e d ”
versions of the zero temperature relativistic forms. For example they show very similar behavior
under the exchange of w and q, and a similar distribution of spectral weight. As we will see below,
the branch cuts of the T =0f o r m sc a nb ea r g u e dt ot r a n s f o r mi n t ot h ei n ﬁ n i t es e q u e n c eo fp o l e s
and zeros present at ﬁnite temperature, the QNMs.
122 4 6 8 10 w
1
2
3
4
5 ¡@CyyHw,qLD
-¬@CyyHq,wLD
¡ -w2+q2
FIG. 2. Comparison of =Cyy(w,q) with the zero temperature form
p
 w2 + q2. From left to right:
q =0 ,2,4,6,8. The plots of Cyy are in units of   0. The plot of  <Cyy(q,w) (note the arguments are
interchanged) illustrates the “reﬂection property”.
C. Dispersing quasinormal modes
Ad e e p e ri n s i g h ti n t ot h ep h y s i c se n c o d e di nt h ec u r r e n tc o r r e l a t o r sc a nb eg a i n e db ye x a m i n i n g
their behavior in the complex frequency plane. The ﬁnite momentum correlators are meromorphic
functions with a discrete set of poles and zeros in the LHP. These correspond to certain QNMs of
the black hole in the dual gravitational description. To some extent they replace the quasiparticle
excitations of weakly interacting theories, which are clearly lacking for the N = 8 correlated CFT
of interest. In the following we discuss how these QNMs disperse as a function of momentum,
and how this can help quantify hydrodynamic-to-relativistic crossovers. The essential features of
the QNM spectrum have been identiﬁed in previous works.26,27 Our analysis not only corroborates
these results but we make further new observations. This will also serve as a comparison ground
for Section IV, where we study more general holographic actions. We also mention that Refs. 28
& 29 have studied closely related phenomena in holographic models for doped CFTs at ﬁnite
temperature, and have made connections between hydrodynamic-to-collisionless crossovers and
transitions in the QNM spectrum.
We recall that the poles and zeros of the transverse correlation function Cyy(w,q)=⇧ T deter-
mine the entire meromorphic structure of the current correlators because of the EM duality enforc-
ing ⇧L =  2
0( w2 + q2)/⇧T.F r o mE q .( 20), which states that ⇧T =   0@uAy(u =0 ) /Ay(u =0 ) ,
we see that the frequencies and momenta at which Ay(u =0 )v a n i s h e sc o r r e s p o n dt ot h ep o l e so f
⇧T(w,q). Equivalently, the zeros of @uAy(u =0 )g i v et h ez e r o so f⇧ T.E Md u a l i t yt h e ng i v e st h e
poles and zeros for Ctt(w,q) / 1/⇧T,a st h ez e r o sa n dp o l e so f⇧ T,r e s p e c t i v e l y . T h el o wl y i n g
poles and zeros can be found using a variety of di↵erent methods. Most crudely, one can use the
direct numerical solution to the EoM, but this turns out to be unstable as one probes frequencies
deeper in the LHP. Alternatively, in Appendix B we provide a solution for the correlators in terms
of the local Heun function and its derivative. As no closed-form of its series representation is
generally known, and many of its properties still under study, we were not able to use it to obtain
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FIG. 3. Poles (crosses) and zeros (circles) in the lower-half complex frequency plane of Ctt =
  2q2/⇧T(w,q), the R-charge density correlation function of the N = 8 supersymmetric Yang-Mills
CFT. The positions of the poles and zeros are interchanged for Cyy =⇧ T.
the QNM spectrum. Notwithstanding, its series representation, for which we give the recursion
relation, can be useful to obtain a solution when the direct solution of the ODE fails. We mainly
resort to a method that focuses on the QNM spectrum speciﬁcally. It consists in expanding Ay
in a Taylor series in the radial coordinate u, being careful to impose the correct asymptotics at
the horizon, and especially at the UV boundary, u =0 ,w h e r ew er e q u i r eAy to vanish. We then
transform the EoM into a homogeneous matrix equation and ask for values of (w,q)a tw h i c hi t
has a solution (by ﬁnding the points at which one of the eigenvalues vanishes for e.g.). These are
the locations of the QNMs. For further details, see Ref. 4.
The poles and zeros of Ctt(w,q) are shown in the LHP of frequency in Fig. 3 for six di↵erent
momenta. At zero momentum, from the exact solution we know that ⇧T(w,0) =  i 0w,s ot h a t
Ctt has a single pole at the origin. This is the so-called hydrodynamic pole. As momentum is
turned on, it disperses quadratically, w =  iq2, as we illustrate in Fig. 5.T h i s i s t h e h a l l m a r k
of di↵usive behavior.30 The coe cient of  iq2 is precisely 1. Indeed, in terms of the unscaled
variables, the dispersion relation reads ! =  iD0k2,w h e r eD0 =3 /4⇡T is the charge di↵usion
constant and (w,q)=( !,k) ⇥ D0. It is the most important QNM of Ctt as long as it remains
bound to the imaginary axis, i.e. when q  qc =0 .5573187, because in that case it is the QNM
with the smallest absolute value of the imaginary part, hence it gives the correlation function its
dominant, i.e. largest, decay time-scale: ⇠ 1/T|=wQNM|.
14FIG. 4. General mechanism according to which two poles detach from the imaginary axis. A double
pole exists at the intermediate step. The same mechanism applies to zeros.
Another important phenomenon occurs at q ⇠ 0+:p a i r so fs i m p l ep o l e sa n dz e r o sn u c l e a t eo n
the imaginary w-axis in the immediate vicinity of the frequencies
w
zip
n =  i3n/2, (22)
where n is a positive integer. For the unscaled frequency, ! =4 ⇡T/3, these correspond to the
negative bosonic Matsubara frequencies, !zip
n =  2⇡nT. As discussed in Appendix B,t h e yc o r -
respond to known singular points of the local Heun function, the special function that solves the
EoM for Ay. From Fig. 3,w es e et h a t ,w i t ht h ee x c e p t i o no ft h es p e c i a lh y d r o d y n a m i cp o l e ,t h e
nucleation ensures that each pole of Ctt comes with a corresponding partner zero, which is a pole
for the transverse response function Cyy. As the momentum is increased from zero, all these QNMs
“unzip” from the imaginary axis as is shown in Fig. 3.T h eu n z i p p i n gp r o c e d u r ef o l l o w st h es i m p l e
rule: 2 poles/zeros join on the imaginary axis to make a double pole/zero, and can subsequently
detach. This elementary mechanism, which is illustrated in Fig. 4, is strongly constrained by time-
reversal symmetry, which requires the poles and zeros to be distributed symmetrically about the
imaginary axis. A related important property of the zeros and poles is their ordering (according
to their norm): 2 consecutive poles are followed by 2 consecutive zeros, seemingly ad inﬁnitum.
We note that a double pole/zero is a superposition of 2 simple poles/zeros and as such respects
the ordering property. In Appendix A,w es u b s t a n t i a t et h ec l a i ma c c o r d i n gt ow h i c hd o u b l ep o l e s
or zeros, and not higher order ones, occur in the unzipping process. We have observed4 the same
“unzipping” phenomenon in the study of the QNMs of the conductivity in the four-derivative holo-
graphic model which we discuss below. In that case, the so-called  -coupling plays a role analogous
to momentum here. We indeed expect such a phenomenon to be quite general as the poles and
zeros must be created/destroyed in pairs.
We observe that it is not only the hydrodynamic QNM that disperses quadratically with mo-
mentum but all the zeros and poles do as well, for su ciently small q. Numerical evidence for
this is presented in Fig. 12 in Appendix A. Here the smallness condition requires the pole-zero
pair emanating from a given frequency wzip
n to be bound to the imaginary axis. The “dispersion
150.1 0.2 0.5 1.0 2.0 5.0 10.0q
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FIG. 5. Hydrodynamic-to-relativistic crossover. Momentum dispersion of the position of the peak of
Ctt(w,q), wmax(q), and the norm of the di↵usive QNM, wqnm(q). A quadratic hydrodynamic scaling is
seen at small q (as a guide, the thin blue line is q2), while a linear relativistic scaling emerges at large q.
The vertical lines at q =0 .339 and q =0 .557 signal momenta at which pairs of QNMs detach from the
imaginary axis. The second one is where the di↵usive QNM detaches.
relation” for a pair associated with w
zip
n>0 is:
w = w
zip
n ± i↵nq
2 ,q ⌧ 1, (23)
where ↵n > 0, and ↵0 =1a ss t a t e da b o v e .W eh a v ef o u n dt h a tt h ed i s p e r s i o nc o e   c i e n t si n c r e a s e
exponentially with n to good accuracy for n   2: ↵n ⇡ a1ea2n,w h e r e( a1,a 2) ⇡ (0.27,1.7). This
leads to the “unzipping” process to occur exponentially fast as momentum is increased from zero
so that the QNMs acquire a ﬁnite real part very rapidly, as can be observed in Fig. 3.
1. Hydrodynamic-to-relativistic crossover
The motion of the QNMs can be used to identify the crossover from hydrodynamic-like behavior
to a relativistic one. (Note that we use the designation “relativistic” instead of “collision-less”,
which is sometimes employed, because the latter could suggest the presence of well-deﬁned quasi-
particles interacting with each other whereas such a picture does not hold for the strongly correlated
theories we describe.) Let us examine the charge density correlator Ctt.F o rﬁ x e dm o m e n t u mq,
 =Ctt/q2 has a peak at a frequency wmax(q), as is illustrated in Fig. 1(b).I t w a s p r e v i o u s l y
observed3 that wmax(q) ⇠ q2 at small momentum q ⌧ 1, while it scales linearly for q   1, see
Fig. 5.T h i ss i g n a l sac r o s s o v e rf r o mah y d r o d y n a m i cb e h a v i o ra ts m a l lq to a relativistic one at
large q. We observe that this crossover corresponds to sharp transitions in the QNM conﬁguration.
Namely, from Fig. 5 we ﬁnd that when the momentum reaches q ⇡ 0.33, the location of the peak
starts to noticeably deviate in excess from q2. In the LHP, this actually corresponds to the point
where a pair of zero QNMs detaches from the imaginary axis, which occurs at q =0 .339328. Next,
the scaling for wmax(q)h a sa ni n ﬂ e c t i o np o i n tn e a rq ⇡ 0.6a f t e rw h i c hi tr a p i d l yb e c o m e sl i n e a r .
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FIG. 6. QNM dispersion of Cyy =⇧ T(w,q) for   =1 /12: the crosses/circles represent poles/zeros. The
q = 0 case gives the QNMs of the conductivity  (w), in addition to the hydrodynamic zero at the origin.
Now, this can be put in correspondence with the momentum at which the di↵usive QNM detaches
itself from the imaginary axis, which occurs at q =0 .5573187. We further ﬁnd that the value of
wmax(q) agrees very well with the norm of the lowest lying QNM away from the transition region,
q ⇡ 0.557, as Fig. 5 testiﬁes.
Again, just as the di↵usive scaling q2 held true for all the QNMs at su ciently small momentum,
so does the linear scaling for q>1. Indeed, the absolute value of the real part of the QNMs grows
linearly with increasing momentum, as expected for the low temperature excitations of a CFT.
Moreover, the imaginary part of all the modes approaches zero; we illustrate this for the one closest
to the real axis in Fig. 13. In Appendix A,w ed i s c u s st h er a t ea tw h i c ht h i sh a p p e n sa saf u n c t i o n
of q,w h i c hf o rt h em o d ec l o s e s tt ot h er e a la x i ss e e m st oo c c u rs l o w e rt h a n1 /q1/4. Nevertheless,
the lifetime (the inverse of the imaginary part), becomes much less than the excitation energy (real
part) at large momenta, and we can thus interpret the QNMs as quasiparticle-like. We also remark
that the distance or spacing between theses QNMs decreases as q grows. It is thus suggestive that
the QNMs evolve towards the formation of branch cuts, which exist at T =0d u et ot h ef o r m
Ctt / 1/
p
 w2 + q2. It should be noted that the QNM spectrum has poles closest to the real axis,
and these would precisely become the branch poles at zero temperature.
IV. GENERAL RESPONSE: BEYOND EINSTEIN-MAXWELL
We now turn to holographic models which do not possess EM duality, and as such have inde-
pendent transverse and longitudinal responses, as is expected for generic CFTs. The role of four-
17derivative terms in the gravitational action on the charge response was previously considered9,10
in an e↵ective ﬁeld theory spirit. It was found that when it comes to the current correlators, the
only four-derivative term that needs to be added to the Einstein-Maxwell theory studied in the
previous section, Eq. (15), while preserving time-reversal is
 
Z
d
4x
p
 g 
L2
g2
4
C
abcdFabFcd , (24)
where C is the conformal Weyl tensor (the traceless part of the Riemann tensor) and   ad i m e n -
sionless coupling that was argued10 to be bounded to | |1/12. It was shown that such a term
can lead to non-trivial and generic behavior of the conductivity in contrast to the   =0f r e q u e n c y -
independence. In particular, when  >0( < 0) the frequency dependent charge conductivity is
particle-like (vortex-like), with the real part showing a peak (valley) near zero frequency. As the
Weyl tensor vanishes in pure AdS, this term disappears in the T ! 0 limit, and will thus not
a↵ect the correlators in the relativistic limit of !,k   T.F o r i n s t a n c e , t h e T =0c o n d u c t i v i t y
 1 =1 /g2
4 is independent of  ,t a k i n gt h es a m ev a l u ea si nt h e  =0t h e o r y .
At ﬁnite  , the EM self-duality is absent and an EM duality-transformation leads to a non-trivial
action on the theory, which should manifest itself as S-duality in the boundary CFT. The action
on the gravitational theory is as follows:10 one introduces a term 1
2"abcd ˆ Aa@bFcd to the Lagrangian,
and a functional integral over ˆ Aa. "abcd is the fully antisymmetric tensor. Such an addition leaves
the partition function invariant since the gauge ﬁeld satisﬁes the Bianchi identity "abcd@bFcd =0 .
Integrating out the original gauge ﬁeld yields a new action for ˆ Aa,w h i c hh a sﬁ e l ds t r e n g t h ˆ F:
ˆ Sbulk =
Z
d
4x
p
 g
✓
 
1
8ˆ g2
4
ˆ Fab ˆ X
abcd ˆ Fcd
◆
, (25)
where the tensor ˆ X cd
ab =  1
4"
ef
ab (X 1)
gh
ef " cd
gh characterizes the bulk action for the dual gauge
ﬁeld just as X does for Aa: Xabcd simply gives the original action with the Maxwell term and
the additional four-derivative  -term, Eq. (24). The conductivity obtained from the EM-dual
gravitational description gives rise to a conductivity that is the inverse of the original one, ˆ   =1 / ,
where   is the full complex conductivity. This is analogous to what happens under particle-vortex
duality in the O(2) model for instance. It was shown10 that one can relate the current correlators
of the original and S-dual theories as follows:
⇧
L(w,q)ˆ ⇧
T(w,q)= 0ˆ  0( w
2 + q
2), (26)
ˆ ⇧
L(w,q)⇧
T(w,q)= 0ˆ  0( w
2 + q
2), (27)
where the hats denote the S-dual correlators, and  0ˆ  0 =( 4 ⇡T/3g2
4)(4⇡T/3ˆ g2
4)=( 4 ⇡T/3)2 since
ˆ g4 =1 /g4.T h e a b o v e t w o r e l a t i o n s r e l a t e t h e t r a n s v e r s e r e s p o n s e o f t h e o r i g i n a l t h e o r y t o t h e
longitudinal response of the S-dual one and vice-versa. In particular, the poles and zeros of ⇧L,T
18map to the zeros and poles of ˆ ⇧T,L, respectively. Further, all the information is contained in the
two transverse correlators ⇧T and ˆ ⇧T, which we found the easiest to compute given the similarity
between the EoMs of Ay and its EM dual, ˆ Ay. The modiﬁed Maxwell equations that we need to
solve are rb(XabcdFcd)=rb(F ab 4 L2CabcdFcd)=0 ,a n drb( ˆ Xabcd ˆ Fcd)=0 ,a n dt h e yl e a dt ot h e
following EoMs for the transverse gauge ﬁeld and its EM dual:10
A
00
y +
✓
f0
f
+
g0
g
◆
A
0
y +
w2   q2f(1   8 u3)/g
f2 Ay =0, (28)
ˆ A
00
y +
✓
f0
f
+
g0
g
◆
ˆ A
0
y +
w2   q2fg/(1   8 u3)
f2
ˆ Ay =0, (29)
where g(u)=1+4  u3.T h e yb o t hr e d u c et oE q .( 21)w h e n  =0 ,i na g r e e m e n tw i t hs e l f - d u a l i t y .
2. Sign of   and EM/S-duality
From the observations made above we can draw a connection between the sign of   and the
action of EM duality on the bulk action, and the corresponding S-duality on the boundary. It was
previously noted4,10 that for | |⌧1, the action of the EM duality described above is tantamount
to changing the sign of  .( W en o t et h a tt h ei n v e r s i o no ft h eb u l kg a u g ec o u p l i n gg4 ! g
 1
4 is of
little importance to our discussion.) This agrees with the particle- and vortex-like conductivities
at  >0a n d <0, respectively. For general | |1/12, this correspondence qualitatively
holds although the quantitative agreement deteriorates with increasing | |. Notwithstanding, the
conductivity will invariably have a “Drude” pole for  >0a n daz e r ow h e nt h es i g ni sr e v e r s e d .
A. Finite   QNMs
Let us ﬁrst examine the QNMs of Cyy =⇧ T(w,q)i nt h ep a r t i c l e - l i k et h e o r ya t  =1 /12, as
shown in Fig. 6.A tq = 0, this is precisely the meromorphic structure of the conductivity  (w)=
iD0⇧T(w,0)/w,w i t ht h ea d d i t i o no ft h eh y d r o d y n a m i cz e r oa tt h eo r i g i n ,w h i c hi sa n n i h i l a t e d
by the factor of 1/w in the expression for the conductivity. An important di↵erence with the
  = 0 case discussed above (Fig. 3)i st h a te v e na tq =0 ,⇧ T already has a sequence of poles
and zeros lying away from the imaginary axis. Another important di↵erence is the presence of
ap o l ed i r e c t l yo nt h ei m a g i n a r ya x i sa twDrude(0) =  i0.821075, this is the “Drude” pole of the
conductivity discussed previously.4 Such a pole is absent in the   =0s e l f - d u a lt h e o r ya n da l t e r s
the QNM spectrum in an essential way. In particular, it can lead to a di↵erent kind of crossover
in the spectrum compared with the   = 0 theory. However, before discussing the intermediate
crossover regime, q ⇠ 1, let us examine what happens at small momenta q ⌧ 1.
19B. Hydrodynamic zero and S-dual di↵usion constant
As momentum is increased, both the hydrodynamic zero and the “Drude” pole will move down
the imaginary axis. Already at q = 2, they are almost on top of each other (Fig. 6), and as
momentum is increased they further move down as a tightly bound pair. The hydrodynamic zero
disperses as w =  i0.625q2 while the “Drude” pole as wDrude(0) i0.2264q2.I ti si n t e r e s t i n gt on o t e
that since the hydrodynamic zero disperses faster than the “Drude” pole, they eventually fuse (at
which point they momentarily disappear) and then move through each other. This happens when
q ⇡ 2.1215, and the crossing or fusing frequency is found to be precisely the ﬁrst zipping point
w
zip
1 =  i3/2. We now take a closer look into the small momentum dispersion of the hydrodynamic
zero.
We recall Eq. (10), which says that at small frequencies and momenta, the transverse correlator
becomes
Cyy(!,k)=  dc(i!   ˆ Dk
2), (30)
where ˆ D is the charge di↵usion constant of the S-dual theory;  dc =( 1 + 4  )g
 2
4 is the d.c.
conductivity.10 The appearance of the S-dual di↵usion constant and not D can be seen to arise
from Eq. (27), which relates the transverse response to the inverse longitudinal response of the
S-dual theory. As mentioned above, the dispersion of the zero has yielded ˆ D/D0 ⇡ 0.625, which
is close but not equal to D0/D(  =1 /12) = 0.579, so that ˆ D 6=1 /D and the relation between
the di↵usion constants (and hence the susceptibilities) is not as simple as that between the d.c.
conductivities. As matter of fact, ˆ D is closer to D(  =  1/12) = 0.585D0.
We can use the extension31,32 of the membrane paradigm33 adapted to our gravitational action
to determine the actual di↵usion constant of the S-dual theory. The general idea is to consider
as t r e t c h e dh o r i z o nl o c a t e da trs,w i t hrs >r 0.O n e t h e n c o m b i n e s t h e s t r e t c h i n g - d i r e c t i o n 4 -
vector nµ =( 0 ,0,0,g
1/2
rr rs) with the ﬁeld strength to form a conserved current, jµ = n⌫F µ⌫.T h e
conservation law for the latter can be recast as a di↵usion equation, @tj0 = ˆ D@i@ij0,w h e r e ˆ D is
the charge di↵usion constant we seek. Adapting the expression10 for the di↵usion constant to the
dual theory we get
ˆ D = D0
p
 g
p
  ˆ X
xtxt ˆ X
xuxu
     
u=1
Z 1
0
du
p
 g ˆ Xtutu , (31)
where the tensor ˆ X describes the action for the dual gauge ﬁeld, as introduced in Eq. (25). From
Ref. 10 we have ˆ X tx
tx = ˆ X xu
xu =1 /(1 + 4 u3)a n d ˆ X tu
tu =1 /(1   8 u3). Finally, using our
AdS-Schwarzchild metric Eq. (18)w eo b t a i n
ˆ D
D0
=
1   2 
1+4  
. (32)
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FIG. 7. Di↵usion constant, D, and its S-dual, ˆ D, in units of D0 for | | < 1/12. The dashed line gives
D(  ), which agrees well with ˆ D at small | | in accordance with the relation between the sign of   and
EM/S-duality. Although not shown, 1/D is very close to D(  ) and hence to ˆ D.
Evaluating this expression at   =1 /12, we ﬁnd ˆ D/D0 =5 /8=0 .625, in exact agreement with our
above numerical result for the dispersion relation of the hydrodynamic zero of ⇧T.W en o t et h a t
the dual di↵usion constant takes a simpler form than in the direct theory, where it reads10
D
D0
=
1+4  
12 1/3

⇡
p
3   2
p
3tan
 1
✓
1+ 1/3
p
3 1/3
◆
+l n
✓
1   8 
(1   2 1/3)3
◆ 
. (33)
One can also apply an Ohm’s law to the stretched horizon9 to recover the S-dual d.c. conductivity:
ˆ  dc =
1
ˆ g2
4
p
 g
p
  ˆ X
xtxt ˆ X
xuxu
     
u=1
(34)
=
g2
4
1+4  
. (35)
This agrees with the action of S-duality on the conductivity: ˆ   =1 / ,v a l i da ta l lf r e q u e n c i e s .
Finally, using the Einstein relation for the S-dual theory, ˆ Dˆ   =ˆ  0,w eg e tas i m p l ee x p r e s s i o nf o r
the S-dual charge susceptibility:
ˆ   =
4⇡Tg2
4
3
1
1   2 
(36)
C. Hydrodynamic-to-relativistic crossover
If we examine the behavior of the QNMs away from the real axis, we ﬁnd that the absolute
value of their real part grows with q,w h e r ef o rs u   c i e n t l yl a r g eq,t h ei n c r e a s ei sl i n e a rw i t h
momentum, just as we found for the   =0t h e o r y .A tt h es a m et i m e ,t h ei m a g i n a r yp a r to ft h e s e
propagating QNMs tends to zero. We thus recover relativistic quasiparticle-like QNMs, and the
spectrum evolves towards the asymptotic formation of a pair of branch cuts emanating from the
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FIG. 8. Hydrodynamic-to-relativistic crossovers at ﬁnite  . a) = ˆ Ctt(w,q) at   =1 /12, in units of  ˆ  0,
for 4 di↵erent momenta. b) Dispersion of the peak of = ˆ Ctt. The vertical dashed and solid lines correspond
to qc1 =0 .88 and qc2 =1 .12, respectively. c) The momentum evolution of the 3 QNMs nearest the real
axis in the complex w-plane (<w   0&=w<0). Poles are represented by crosses while zeros by circles.
d) Two cases for the motion of the hydrodynamic pole and the “Drude” QNM. Case 2 applies to the
correlator under study in panels a, b & c. Case 1 applies to Ctt( >0) for example.
points w = ±q, characteristic of the T =0f o r m
p
 w2 + q2.T h e s ep h e n o m e n ac a nb eo b s e r v e d
in Fig. 6.A tl a r g em o m e n t a ,  becomes less important and it is not surprising to recover behavior
similar to the   =0c a s e .W en o we x p l a i nh o wt h ed i ↵ u s i v eb e h a v i o rd i s c u s s e da b o v ec r o s s e s - o v e r
to this relativistic regime.
One of the main results of this section is that the presence of a “Drude” zero at ﬁnite   can
lead to a transition in the QNM spectrum that is distinct from the   =0c a s ep r e s e n t e da b o v e .
We make our point using the longitudinal correlator of the S-dual theory: ˆ Ctt(w,q) / 1/⇧T(w,q)
at   =1 /12. We can thus make a connection with the QNM spectrum of ⇧T given in Fig. 6.
We see that the “Drude” pole of ⇧T becomes a zero of ˆ Ctt.W e p l o t t h e c o r r e s p o n d i n g s p e c t r a l
function for four di↵erent momenta in Fig. 8(a).T h el o c a t i o no ft h ep e a ks c a l e sq u a d r a t i c a l l yw i t h
momentum for q . 1, while the scaling becomes linear in the opposite limit. This can be seen
more clearly in Fig. 8(b). We also show a sketch of the evolution of the key QNMs of ˆ Ctt / 1/⇧T
in Fig. 8(c), focusing only on the the QNMs nearest the real axis as they dominate the small
frequency response. Contrary to the   =0c a s e ,u n z i p p i n gc a n n o to c c u rb e c a u s eap o l ea n dz e r o
cannot conspire to detach from the imaginary axis. In principle, they could annihilate but it turns
out this does not occur. Instead, we see that the linear or relativistic behavior begins at qc1 ⇡ 0.88
22where the purely imaginary zero (the “Drude” pole of ⇧T) acquires the same imaginary part as
the o↵-axis pole, see the dashed oval in Fig. 8(c).A s e c o n d a r y c r o s s o v e r o c c u r s a t qc2 ⇡ 1.12,
where the hydrodynamic pole loses its role of dominance (smallest norm of the imaginary part)
to the o↵-axis pole. The latter keeps approaching the real axis while its real part scales linearly
with momentum while the purely damped QNMs propagate towards  i1.W et h u sr o u g h l ys e e
the general principle at play: the hydrodynamic-to-relativistic crossover occurs when the o↵-axis
QNM acquires a greater “lifetime”, 1/|=w|, than the hydrodynamic di↵usive mode. The presence
of the “Drude” mode leads to an intermediate regime, q1c <q<q 2c,w h e r et h eh y d r o d y n a m i c
QNM dominates yet linear scaling can be seen. In this transitory regime, the response shows a
broader peak signaling the competition of two poles as can be seen in Fig. 8(a). We note that it
is only for momenta in excess of q2c that an inﬂection point for =Ctt appears at small frequencies,
allowing for the strong suppression of spectral weight at w<qas momentum increases.
The example above does not cover all possibilities at ﬁnite  ,a st h e r ea r ei nf a c tt w oc a s e s
depending on whether the “Drude” QNM is a pole or zero, as is illustrated in Fig. 8(d). Case
2 was the subject of the preceding paragraph since the “Drude” QNM of ˆ Ctt( >0) is a zero.
Generally, case 2 applies to Ctt( <0) and ˆ Ctt( >0). To see this it su ces to remember that
 (w) / iwCtt(w,0)/q2, so that “Drude” QNM of the charge correlator arises from the one of the
conductivity, and that S-duality changes a “Drude” pole into a zero and vice-versa. Case 1,o n
the other hand, agrees with the   =0t h e o r y ,w i t ht h ed i ↵ e r e n c et h a ti nt h el a t t e rs i t u a t i o n
no “Drude” pole exists but a pole nonetheless appears at q>0a n dp l a y st h es a m er o l ea st h e
“Drude” one in the crossover. More generally, case 1 applies to Ctt( >0) and ˆ Ctt( <0). An
important di↵erence outlined in the above discussion is that in case 1 the poles actually detach
from the imaginary axis at some momentum, whereas in case 2 they do not. An additional and
related di↵erence is that the two QNMs move toward each other in case 1, whereas they move in
the same direction in case 2. This will actually cause the crossover to occur earlier, viz. at a smaller
momentum, in case 1 versus 2 for a ﬁxed value of  .F o ri n s t a n c e ,t h et w op o l e so fCtt(  =1 /12)
collide and detach when q =0 .3280, which corresponds to the point at which the quadratic scaling
of the peak, wmax ⇠ q2, starts crossing-over to a linear one. Note that this is almost three times
less than the value of the critical momentum of ˆ Ctt(  =1 /12) discussed above, where we it was
found that qc ⇡ 0.9. The same conclusion can be drawn for ˆ Ctt(  =  1/12), where the unzipping
of the hydrodynamic and “Drude” poles occurs at q =0 .3045.
V. SUM RULES AND CAUSALITY
We discuss certain integral relations involving the current correlators for any momentum; these
include the conductivity sum rules discussed previously4,16 as special cases. As is generally the
case when one deals with retarded correlation functions, the sum rules rely on Kramers-Kronig
23relations, such as
= (w
0)=
1
⇡
P
Z 1
 1
dw
< (w)
w   w0
w0!0    ! =  (0) =
1
⇡
P
Z 1
 1
dw
< (w)
w
(37)
where   is analytic in the UHP and decays su ciently fast at inﬁnity. The arrow indicates
the zero-frequency limit w0 ! 0 of this Hilbert transform relation, which will be our main tool
below. One subtlety arises because CFTs have an abundance of excitations at all energy scales,
namely the appearance of UV singularities. These can be dealt with using the appropriate simple
subtractions.4,16
The ﬁrst relation is
Z 1
0
dw
<[i⇧T(w,q)    0w]
w
=  
⇡
2
⇧
T(0,q), (38)
q ! 0:
Z 1
0
dw[< (w)    1]=0. (39)
We have omitted the principal value in the ﬁrst equation because the integrand is ﬁnite at w =0
since ⇧(0,q)i sr e a l ;f u r t h e r ,t h ee x t r af a c t o ro f1 /2o nt h er . h . s .a p p e a r sb e c a u s et h ei n t e g r a li s
over the non-negative frequencies only. The static correlator on the r.h.s. of the ﬁrst equation is
not only real but also positive for q>0. It vanishes identically at zero momentum, ⇧T(0,0) = 0,
yielding the conductivity sum rule, Eq. (39). The convergence of the integral in the l.h.s. of
Eq. (38)i sg u a r a n t e e db yt h ef a c tt h a tt h ef u n c t i o n<[i⇧T(w,q)    0w]/w decays su ciently fast
as w !1and q remains ﬁnite, namely as 1/w2. Note that this is the slowest integer-power
decay compatible with the odd nature of =⇧T. This can be understood by referring to the zero
temperature form  =
p
 w2 + q2,t ow h i c ht h eﬁ n i t et e m p e r a t u r ec o r r e l a t o rt e n d si nt h ew   q
limit. Its asymptotic expansion is  w + q2/2w + O(w 3), in accordance with our above claim for
the decay of the integrand. We have numerically veriﬁed that the coe cient of the subleading
term, q2/2, matches the behavior of the full solution. It should be noted that the scaling for q =0
is generically di↵erent. When   = 0 for instance, the spectral function does not have subleading
terms as it scales exactly linearly. For ﬁnite  ,w eh a v en u m e r i c a l l yf o u n dt h a tt h es u b l e a d i n g
term decays faster than w 2, although we cannot at this time soundly establish the precise power.
We now discuss the basic physics underlying the conductivity sum rule Eq. (39). As we just saw,
the reasons underlying the Kramers-Kronig relation, Eq. (38), are 1) the causal structure of the
correlation function (analyticity in the UHP of frequency) and 2) the su ciently fast decay of the
integrand at large frequencies essentially due to Lorentz invariance. It remains to understand why
does the r.h.s. of Eq. (38), / ⇧T(0,q), vanish at zero momentum, leading the conductivity sum rule.
One way to see this is to recall that the conductivity  (w)=i⇧(w,0)D0/w of the CFT is ﬁnite in
the d.c. limit due to the particle-hole or charge-conjugation symmetry. As such, ⇧T(w,0) /  iw,
i.e. it must vanish at zero frequency. Now, can we also make an argument that relies purely on the
holographic bulk? We argue to the positive: the sum rule is a manifestation of gauge invariance
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FIG. 9. Veriﬁcation of sum rule Eq. (38) for   =1 /12. The dots correspond to the absolute value of the
integral on the l.h.s. of Eq. (38), while the two lines (which cannot be distinguished here) to the static
correlator on the r.h.s. of Eq. (38) and its almost exact analytical form.
of the bulk gauge ﬁeld.I n t h e r e s t o f t h e p a r a g r a p h , w e e x p l a i n t h e a r g u m e n t c o n n e c t i n g b u l k
gauge invariance with the vanishing of the transverse correlator at zero frequency and momentum,
⇧T(0,0) = 0. We ﬁrst recall the AdS/CFT relation ⇧T(w,q)=  0A0
y(0;w,q)/Ay(0;w,q), where
primes denote u-derivatives. So that ⇧T(0,0) = 0 is equivalent to A0
y(0;0,0) = 0, where we
have used the fact that Ay remains ﬁnite in the limit under consideration. This follows from the
existence of a well-behaved hydrodynamic limit for ⇧T.F u r t h e r ,A0
y vanishes in the near-horizon
region in the limit of vanishing frequency and momentum as is shown at the end of the paragraph.
The EoM for Ay reads A00
y + p1(u)A0
y + p2(u)Ay =0 ,w h e r ec r u c i a l l yp2 =0w h e nw = q =0
since by gauge invariance terms without derivatives must vanish (a mass is not allowed). The
resulting EoM without p2Ay then simply propagates the property A0
y|w=q=0 =0a l lt h ew a yt ot h e
UV boundary at u =0 ,a n dt h i sp r o v e st h a tA0
y(0;0,0) = ⇧T(0,0) = 0. Gauge invariance of the
bulk gauge ﬁeld was essential in the argument. We now prove our claim according to which A0
y
vanishes in the near-boundary region when w,q ! 0. Near the horizon u =1o n en e e d st oa p p l y
an in-falling boundary condition to solve for the retarded ⇧T: Ay(u;w,q)=( 1  u) iw/3F(u)a s
u ! 1, where F is analytic in the vicinity of the horizon and we have the freedom to set F(1) = 1.
Taking a derivative of Ay gives: A0
y(1 + ✏;w,0) =  iw
3(✏ 1 + e1)( ✏) iw/3,w i t h✏ =0 + so that
u =1+✏ is just outside of the horizon; e1 is a ﬁnite number coming from F 0(1). We have used
the fact that F 0(1) vanishes linearly with w when q =0 ,af a c tt h a ti sr e a d i l ys e e nt or e l yo nt h e
vanishing of p2 at w = q =0a sg u a r a n t e e db yg a u g ei n v a r i a n c e 34. Finally taking the limit w ! 0
leads to the desired property. We note that at ﬁnite momentum, both F 0(1) and the term p2(u)Ay
remain ﬁnite as w ! 0. This will lead to ⇧T(0,q)b e i n gﬁ n i t ef o rq>0, and we now turn to study
that function in more detail.
We have found that the static correlator obeys the following form to excellent accuracy at all
25momenta:
⇧
T(0,q)= 0q tanh
✓
ˆ  0
ˆ  
q
◆
(40)
where ˆ  /ˆ  0 =1 /(1 2 ) is the normalized S-dual charge susceptibility. Not only is the asymptotic
behavior exactly captured by that function, the agreement in the crossover region is also excel-
lent, as is shown in Fig. 9.W en o t et h a ta ts m a l lm o m e n t at h ec o r r e l a t o rv a n i s h e sq u a d r a t i c a l l y ,
⇧T(0,q)=(  0ˆ  0/ˆ  )q2 =  D ˆ Dk2,i na g r e e m e n tw i t ht h eh y d r o d y n a m i cf o r mE q .( 30), which also
guarantees the conductivity sum rule since ⇧T(0,0) = 0. At momenta greater than the tempera-
ture, the behavior crosses-over rapidly to a linear scaling independent of the S-dual susceptibility.
We note that precisely the same form arises for the IR ﬁxed point of the vector O(N)m o d e li n
the N !1limit, as will be discussed in the next section (Fig. 11 and Eq. (47)).
The second relation is obtained by taking the S-dual of Eq. (38), with the replacement
⇧T(w,q) ! ˆ ⇧T(w,q):
Z 1
0
dw
<[iˆ ⇧T(w,q)   ˆ  0w]
w
=  
⇡
2
ˆ ⇧
T(0,q), (41)
q ! 0:
Z 1
0
dw[<ˆ  (w)   ˆ  1]=0. (42)
In the limit of zero momentum, the S-dual relation Eq. (41) yields the sum rule for the dual
conductivity,4 ˆ  (w)=1 / (w). The same physical arguments for the sum rule given above apply
here as well. Also, we again ﬁnd an almost exact expression for the static correlator appearing in
the r.h.s. of the integral relation: ˆ ⇧T(0,q) ⇡ ˆ  0q tanh
⇣
 0
  q
⌘
. This is the S-dual analog of Eq. (40).
One can also examine another relation that is related to the sum rule for the S-dual conductivity:
Z 1
0
dw
⇢
<

w
i⇧T(w,q)
 
 
1
 0
 
=0 ( 4 3 )
Its proof again follows from the Kramers-Kronig relation Eq. (37)w i t h (w)=[ w2/i⇧T(w,q)]  
w/ 0,w h i c hv a n i s h e sa tz e r of r e q u e n c yf o ra l lm o m e n t a , (0) = 0, yielding a momentum in-
dependent r.h.s to the above equation, contrary to Eq. (38)a n dE q .( 41). The integrand of
Eq. (43)a g a i nv a n i s h e sa s1 /w2 as can be easily seen using the asymptotic expansion given above:
=⇧T /  w+q2/2w+O(w 3). The real part decays faster and can be safely neglected here. Note
that Eq. (43) reduces to the sum rule for the S-dual conductivity, Eq. (42)i nt h eq ! 0l i m i t .
Again, the S-dual version also holds and we can use it to establish a sum rule for the spectral
density of the charge correlator:
Z 1
0
dw
⇢
 =

wD2
0Ctt(w,q)
q2
 
 
1
ˆ  0
 
=0 ( 4 4 )
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FIG. 10. Quantum critical current correlators of the vector O(N)m o d e li nt h eN !1limit. They have
been normalized by T 1,w i t h 1 =1 /16. From left to right: q =1 .5 (solid), 3 (dashed), 6 (dotted).
Finally, we note that although we focused on the zero frequency limit of the Kramers-Kronig re-
lations, they can be used to determine the real part of all the retarded correlators for all frequencies
and momenta using the imaginary part, and vice-versa.
VI. COMPARISON WITH THE O(N)M O D E L
In this section, we compare the current correlators of the vector O(N) NL Mi n2 + 1 Do b t a i n e d
in the large-N limit with the holographic results. It is important to note that we do not claim that
such a model has a well-deﬁned classical (super)gravity description as is the case for the N =8
gauge theory discussed above. This is indeed probably not the case. Rather, we point out that
the holographic results capture some essential properties of the current correlators and provide a
useful platform to compare with generic CFTs.
The Lagrangian for the vector O(N) NL Mi s
L =
1
2
@µ'
a(x)@
µ'
a(x), (45)
with the constraint 'a'a = N/g, a =1 ,...,N and g is the bare coupling. At large but ﬁnite
N,i th a saw e l l - k n o w nw e a k l yi n t e r a c t i n gc o n f o r m a lI Rﬁ x e dp o i n t( f o rar e v i e wa n dr e f e r e n c e s ,
see Ref. 1), equivalent to the Wilson-Fisher ﬁxed point accessed by perturbative RG. We study
the two-point functions of the conserved
 N
2
 
currents near the ﬁxed point, mainly in the N !1
limit. Just as in the case of the SO(8) R-currents, the correlators are ﬂavor-diagonal and we can
focus on a single ﬂavor. We mainly consider the N !1limit, where the ﬁxed point is free, yet
shows non-trivial dynamics at ﬁnite temperature. The spatial current correlators can be computed
27using the one-loop polarization functions (normalized such that  1 =1 /16):
Cij(!,k)=
Z
d2p
(2⇡)2
pipj
4✏p✏p+k
⇢
1+n(✏p)+n(✏p+k)
 ✏p+k   ✏p + ! + i0+  
1+n(✏p)+n(✏p+k)
✏p+k + ✏p + ! + i0+
+
n(✏p+k)   n(✏p)
✏p+k   ✏p + ! + i0+ +
n(✏p)   n(✏p+k)
✏p   ✏p+k + ! + i0+  < (q ! 0)
 
, (46)
where ✏k =
p
k2 + m2 and n(z)=1 /(ez/T   1) is the Bose-Einstein distribution. The “mass”
parameter is m =⇥ T with ⇥ = 2ln[(1 +
p
5)/2] ⇡ 0.96; it corresponds to the temperature-
generated mass of the quasiparticles. It is simply the inverse correlation length, and must vanish
at the QC point. The subtraction in Eq. (46) is necessary to regulate the UV divergence of the real
part. In this section, we use the rescaling (w,q)=( !,k)/T,w i t h o u tt h ef a c t o ro f3 /4⇡ appearing
in the holographic analysis. Just as in the rest of the paper, the momentum is assumed to lie along
the x-direction.
Let us ﬁrst examine the transverse correlator Cyy.I t c a n b e n u m e r i c a l l y e v a l u a t e d a n d t h e
result for the imaginary part is shown in Fig. 10(a).T h eb e h a v i o ro fCyy(w,q)=⇧ T qualitatively
resembles what has been obtained holographically, the more so in the large-w,q limit where both the
vector O(N) and holographic results approach the zero temperature form
p
 w2 + q2. However,
one important “pathology” of the N = 1 limit is the non-meromorphicity of the correlators,
which occurs even at ﬁnite momentum. Indeed, =Cyy vanishes for k  ! 
p
4m2 + k2.T h e
lack of spectral weight in this region is of kinematical origin: the relativistic quasiparticles can
absorb/emit energy ! and momentum k as long as !  k,o rt h e yc a nb ec r e a t e di np a i r sw h e n
!>
p
(2m)2 + k2,t h el a t t e rb e i n gt h em i n i m a le n e r g yf o rt w oq u a s i p a r t i c l e so fm a s sm carrying
total momentum k. Such constraints become irrelevant as interactions appear at O(1/N)a n dt h e
spectral weight will thus become ﬁnite throughout when N<1,s m o o t h i n go u tt h en o n - a n a l y t i c
behavior present at N = 1. Although not shown here, the real part of Cyy remains ﬁnite in the
region k  ! 
p
4m2 + k2,a l t h o u g hn o n - a n a l y t i cd e p e n d e n c ea p p e a r sa tt h eu p p e rb o u n d a r yo f
that region. Both the ﬁeld theory and holography yield the same small- and large-w asymptotics:
=Cyy / w in both limits, in agreement with the oddness requirement. As momentum tends to
zero, the slope of the linear part at small frequencies increases yielding a peak of increasing height
for =Cyy/w: this is the formation of the delta function Drude peak of the conductivity obtained
in the q =0l i m i t .W eh a v ei n d e e dv e r i ﬁ e dt h a ta ts u   c i e n t l ys m a l lq,t h ep e a kr a p i d l ys a t u r a t e s
the weight of the q =0d e l t af u n c t i o n .S u c hb e h a v i o ri sa b s e n ti nt h eh o l o g r a p h i ca n a l y s i s ,w h e r e
the conductivity remains ﬁnite in the d.c. limit.
We now examine the spectral density of the charge correlator, =Ctt,w h i c hi sp l o t t e di n
Fig. 10(b). Just as =Cyy,i tv a n i s h e si nt h ek i n e m a t i c a l l yf o r b i d d e nr e g i o n ,b u tn o ws h o w saj u m p
discontinuity at the pair-production threshold, ! =
p
(2m)2 + k2.T h i s l e a d s t o a l o g a r i t h m i c
divergence of the real part along that line. The function =Ctt(w,q)i so fc o u r s ew-odd, but instead
of vanishing linearly at small frequencies as required by hydrodynamics, it diverges as 1/w.T h i si s
28because at N = 1 di↵usion does not take place as the theory is free of interactions: the conserved
charge must propagate ballistically at all times. At order 1/N, interactions between the quasi-
particles appear and as a consequence so does charge di↵usion. The precise value of the large-N
di↵usion constant, D =0 .249N/T,w a sd e d u c e d 1 from the Einstein relation and knowledge of the
charge susceptibility1 and d.c. conductivity,35 which are respectively (to leading order in 1/N):
  =
p
5⇥T/2⇡ and  dc =0 .085N. The divergence of the di↵usion constant in the large-N limit is
in agreement with the behavior of the scattering time between the critical quasiparticles ⇠ N/T.
In the relativistic limit at large momentum, the spectral function =Ctt gains resemblance with the
T =0f o r m ,1 /
p
 w2 + q2,h a v i n ge s s e n t i a l l yn ow e i g h ti nt h er e g i o nw<q(except for the w =0
pole) and develops a sharp peak at w ⇠ q.
We have seen that at N = 1, the current correlators show branch cuts in the LHP due to
the absence of interactions. At ﬁnite N these should disappear, restoring spectral weight to all
frequencies in line with general expectations, and with the holographic results. One possibility is
that the branch cuts split into a discrete sequence of poles and zeros, in analogy with the QNMs
that have been discussed above. One such QNM was already found4,35 at O(1/N), the “Drude”
pole of the transverse correlator, which leads to a pole in the small-frequency conductivity. Another
possibility is that the branch cuts move away from the real axis in the LHP.
A. Sum rule
The N = 1 theory satisﬁes the sum rule Eq. (38), where the static correlator on the r.h.s.,
⇧T(0,q), can be numerically computed and has precisely the same form as what was found for the
holographic models:
⇧
T(0,q)=T  1q tanh(↵q)( 4 7 )
where ↵ ⇡ 0.466, as we show in Fig. 11. The simpliﬁed expression used to calculated the static
correlator can be found in Appendix C of Ref. 4.W en o t et h a t↵ di↵ers by less than one percent
from T/(2⇡ ), where   =
p
5⇥T/2⇡ as given above. The q =0v e r s i o n ,E q .( 39), i.e. the sum
rule for the conductivity was shown to hold previously by us.4 Just as in the holographic case, we
ﬁnd that  (=⇧T/w)  1 decays as 1/w2 at large frequencies in line with the asymptotic Lorentz
invariant form.
VII. CONCLUSIONS
This paper has described details of the current correlators of CFT3s represented holographically
by the Einstein-Maxwell action in Eq. (15), augmented by the Weyl term in Eq. (24). Such an
approach has been argued10 to be the most general representation of the two-point correlator unto
4 derivatives in the holographic theory. In our previous paper4 we demonstrated that the poles
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FIG. 11. Veriﬁcation of sum rule Eq. (38) for the quantum critical vector O(N)m o d e li nt h eN !1
limit. Note the resemblance with the holographic result, Fig. 9.
and zeros of the response function identiﬁed the quasinormal modes of the holographic theory,
and led to a simple and complete description of the frequency-dependent conductivity. These
quasinormal modes replace the quasiparticle excitations of a traditional Boltzmann analysis of
quantum transport. The present paper has extended such an analysis to spatially modulated
response functions, which is linked to the dispersion of the quasinormal modes as a function of
momentum.
We refer the reader back to Section IAfor a more detailed summary of our results, and focus on
the main points here. We have found that the thermal current correlators obtained holographically
bear a strong imprint of the T = 0 Lorentz invariance, as one can see from the asymptotics and
the behavior under exchange of momentum and frequency. Crucially, their QNM spectra were
seen to be a useful tool in understanding the nature of the excitation modes of the CFT. For
instance, sharp transitions in the QNM distribution were found to correspond to hydrodynamic-
to-relativistic crossovers in the real-frequency response functions. In this respect, it was found that
the presence of the four-derivative Weyl term can lead to distinct behavior. The two possible cases
for the crossover mechanism are epitomized in Fig. 8(d),w h e r ei nc a s e1t h eh y d r o d y n a m i ca n d
“Drude” poles of the charge correlator, Ctt, eventually detach from the imaginary axis (Fig. 4),
while in case 2, the hydrodynamic pole and “Drude” zero cannot detach and instead move down
the axis. Case 2 applies to  <0, while case 1 to     0, which includes the pure two-derivative
theory describing the R-currents, where although the “Drude” QNM is missing at zero momentum,
as u b s t i t u t ea p p e a r sf o rq>0. It was further shown that S-duality, realized as electric-magnetic
duality in the bulk, is an integral part of the physics, even for the direct theory. We have ﬁnally
discussed a number of sum rules generalizing to ﬁnite momentum those for conductivity,4,16 some
of them in excellent agreement with equivalent statements in the large-N vector O(N)m o d e l .A
natural connection between the sum rules and gauge invariance in the holographic bulk was made.
It would be interesting to see if such a connection generalizes to other holographic sum rules such
as those derived in Ref. 16.
30We conclude our discussion by comparing the holographic description of the quantum-critical
conductivity to quantum Monte Carlo results on the O(2) critical point obtained some time ago.36
The O(2) model has36,37  1 ⇡ 0.33Q2/h in the !/T !1limit, where Q is the charge of the bosons.
The analytic continuation of imaginary time Monte Carlo data gave the estimate for the d.c.
conductivity at non-zero temperature of36  (0) ⇡ 0.45Q2/h, which yields the ratio  (0)/ 1 ⇡ 1.36.
The holographic prediction of the four-derivative theory is10  (0)/ 1 =1+4  ,a l o n gw i t ht h e
bound | |1/12. Remarkably, the maximum possible holographic value at   =1 /12 of 1.33
is very close to the current quantum Monte Carlo estimate. This value of   is also consistent
with considerations25 from T = 0 multipoint correlators of the CFT3, when computed in a vector
large-N expansion of the S-dual conformal gauge theory. In future work, it would be interesting to
obtain additional Monte Carlo data which allow comparison with the frequency and momentum
dependence predicted by the holographic theory.
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Appendix A: Properties of QNMs
In this appendix we discuss various properties of the momentum-dependence of the QNMs of
the   =0t h e o r yi nm o r ed e t a i l .
1. Quadratic dispersion
At   =0a n df o ri n ﬁ n i t e s i m a lm o m e n t u mq, all the QNMs of the current correlators appear on
the imaginary axis at the special zipping frequencies wzip
n =  i3n/2, where n   0i sa ni n t e g e r .
The di↵usive pole of Ctt is already present even at q = 0. Just as the di↵usive pole, all the QNMs,
i.e. both poles and zeros of Ctt,d i s p e r s eq u a d r a t i c a l l yw i t hm o m e n t u ma w a yf r o mt h e i rr e s p e c t i v e
zipping point. This is shown in Fig. 12, where we only show the QNMs propagating towards zero,
wn = wzip
n + i↵nq2,w i t h↵n > 0, with 1  n  9. The n = 1 upward propagating mode is a pole
of Ctt, n = 2 is a zero, and so forth. The partner QNMs propagating toward  i1 disperse as
wzip
n   i↵nq2 and are thus not shown for clarity. As discussed in the main body, the dispersion
coe cients grow exponentially with n. This can be seen form the dashed lines in Fig. 12.I n
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FIG. 12. Momentum dispersion of the ﬁrst 9 members of the tower of purely damped QNMs that
propagate towards w = 0. Their real part vanishes, and we plot the imaginary part relative to the zipping
point out of which they emerge at q = 0: wn   w
zip
n = i↵nq2. From bottom to top: n = 1 to 9. The
dashed lines are quadratic dispersions with the coe cients satisfying ↵n ⇡ a1ea2n,( a1,a 2)=( 0 .27,1.71).
particular, this exponential growth of the dispersion coe cients implies that the unzipping process
will occur exponentially fast as q is tuned from zero to 0.557, at which point the last QNMs detach
from the imaginary axis.
2. Double poles and zeros
In the main body, we described the generic unzipping process that occurs as a function of
momentum. It also occurs at zero momentum as a function of   at zero momentum as noted
previously.4 Here we substantiate the claim by plotting the charge density spectral function
 =Ctt(w,q) as a function of momentum. As q changes from q<q c to q>q c,ad o u b l ep o l e
appears directly at qc =0 .5573187. As we are plotting the imaginary part of Ctt not the norm, the
phase structure shows very clearly that we have a double pole at qc,w i t hf o u rl o b e s ,i nc o n t r a s t
to single poles that have only two lobes.
3. Lifetimes
Still at   = 0, we now take a closer look at the rate at which the imaginary part of the QNM
closest to the real axis approaches zero. We track the imaginary part of the QNM after it detaches
from the imaginary axis at momentum qc as described in the previous subsection. The result is
shown in Fig. 13,w h e r ew es e et h a tt h ei m a g i n a r yp a r tv a n i s h e sr e l a t i v e l ys l o w l y ,s l o w e rt h a n
1/q1/4 in the regime we have investigated. We recall that the absolute value of the imaginary
part should correspond to the inverse lifetime of that mode or quasiparticle, while the real part
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FIG. 13. Absolute value of the imaginary part of the QNM closest to the real frequency axis as function
of momentum. The dashed line is / 1/q1/4.
FIG. 14. Formation of a double pole for Ctt(w,q) as a function of q at the intermediate step of the
unzipping process. Plots of  =Ctt are in the LHP w-plane. Left to right: q =0 .5,0.557,0.6. Red
represents positive values while blue negative ones.
describes its excitation energy. In contrast, the real part scales linearly with momentum.
Appendix B: Analysis of di↵erential equations
We discuss the underlying structure of the ODEs appearing in the main body, namely those
for the transverse gauge ﬁeld Ay,a n di t sE M - d u a l , ˆ Ay.T h i ss h e d ss o m el i g h to nt h ep h y s i c sa n d
provides an additional mathematical handle on the problem.
1.   =0 : Heun’s equation
Let us ﬁrst discuss the   =0E o Mf o rAy(u),
A
00
y +
f0
f
A
0
y +
w2   q2f
f2 Ay =0,f (u)=1  u
3 . (B1)
It is a Fuchsian ODE, namely it is a linear and homogeneous di↵erential equation with a ﬁnite
number of singular points on the Riemann sphere CP 1 = C [ {1},a l lo ft h e mregular.W ea r e
thus including the point at inﬁnity in our treatment. In terms of the coordinate u =1 /r,t h i s
33u
(a)  >0
u
(b)  <0
FIG. 15. Regular singular points (RSPs), excluding the one at 1, of the EoM of the transverse gauge
mode Ay in the complex u-plane. The 3 on the inner circle correspond to the horizon, and its 2 complex
partners. The outer radius (dashed) has radius 1/(4| |)1/3.W h e n  = 0, the outer-radius RSPs disappear
and only 3 ﬁnite RSPs remain.
point corresponds to the black hole singularity at r =0 . T h ea b o v eO D Eh a s4r e g u l a rs i n g u l a r
points (RSPs): 1,⇣,⇣2 = ⇣⇤ and 1,w h e r e⇣ = e i2⇡/3 so that the ﬁrst 3 RSPs are the cubic roots
of unity, the zeros of f =1  u3, they are shown on the solid circle of Fig. 15.I nt h es a m ew a y
that all second order Fuchsian ODEs with 3 RSPs can be mapped to the hypergeometric equation,
all the ones with 4 RSPs can be mapped to the so-called Heun equation:38,39
d2H
ds2 +
✓
 1
s
+
 2
s   1
+
 3
s   a
◆
dH
ds
+
↵ s   Q
s(s   1)(s   a)
H =0 ( B 2 )
where  3 = ↵ +      1    2 +1 . T h i se q u a t i o nh a sR S P sa t0 ,1,a,1.O u ro r i g i n a le q u a t i o nc a n
be mapped to this one via the following simple canonical transformations. First, we perform the
linear change of variables:
u =( ⇣   1)s +1. (B3)
This maps the RSPs as follows: 1 ! 0, ⇣ ! 1, ⇣2 !  ⇣2 =: a and preserves the one at 1.S e c o n d ,
we deﬁne:
Ay = s
b1(s   1)
b2(s   a)
b3H(s), (B4)
where the exponents b1,b 2,b 3 are chosen to remove the terms proportional to 1/s2,1 /(s 1)2 and
1/(s a)2, respectively, that appear in the transformed equation. The algebraic equations for the
bi are readily found to be:
b
2
i +
w2
9
ui =0,i =1 ,2,3, (B5)
34where (u1,u 2,u 3)=( 1 ,⇣,⇣2)a r et h eR S P se x c l u d i n g1.T h e s ea r ep r e c i s e l yt h ei n d i c i a le q u a t i o n s
of the corresponding RSPs of the original ODE Eq. (B1); their solutions yield the 2 characteristic
exponents associated with each RSP. This is not so surprising as the indicial equation at ui can
be obtained by substituting the power law solution (u   ui)bi in the ODE Eq. (B1)a n ds o l v i n g
for bi in the limit where u ! ui. The solutions of Eq. (B5)a r ebi = ±iwui/3. We note that
Eq. (B5) is not the indicial equation in the new variable s,a st h el a t t e re q u a t i o ni st r a n s f o r m e d
and the corresponding characteristic exponents di↵er. The transformation Eq. (B4)s h i f t sb o t h
characteristic exponents at each RSP ui by  bi, and the ones associated with the RSP at 1 by
b1 + b2 + b3 =0 .
Fixing the bi as we have just described yields the desired form; it only remains to read o↵ the
Heun parameters. The resulting Heun ODE (and its solutions) are determined by the so-called
Riemann P-symbol and the accessory parameter Q:38
P
8
> <
> :
01a 1
000 ↵ ; s
1    1 1    2 1    3  
9
> =
> ;
= P
8
> <
> :
01 ⇣2 1
00 00 ; s
2iw
3 2iw
3⇣ 2iw
3⇣2 2
9
> =
> ;
(B6)
Q = iq
2⇣/
p
3, (B7)
where ⇣ = e i2⇡/3 as deﬁned above. The ﬁrst row of the Riemann P-symbol contains the RSPs
and the other 2 rows the corresponding characteristic exponents. Since the bi’s determine the
characteristic exponents:  i =1+2 bi =1+2 ( ±iwui/3), we have the freedom to choose the sign of
each bi.W eo p tf o rt h es o l u t i o n sbi =  iwui/3, motivating our choice by the in-falling boundary
condition at the horizon used in the main body, which requires Ay ⇠ (1   u)b near u =1w i t h
b =  iw/3. Thus the choice b1 = b.
We see that the frequency w is the “central” parameter, since it determines 3 of the 4 non-zero
characteristic exponents, the exception being the one at 1. The momentum q enters only via the
accessory parameter Q.
a. Solution
There are 8 = 2⇥4 local solutions to the Heun equation:38,39 2p e rR S P .T h eo n ec o r r e s p o n d i n g
to the RSP s =0a n dt h ec h a r a c t e r i s t i ce x p o n e n t0i sc a l l e dt h elocal Heun function and denoted by
H`(a,Q;↵, , 1,  2;s). It is normalized to 1 at s = 0. Incidentally, amongst the 8 local solutions,
this is the one that is relevant for us since the s = 0 RSP corresponds to the black hole horizon at
u =1 ,a n dt h i si sp r e c i s e l yw h e r ew ea p p l yt h ei n - f a l l i n gb o u n d a r yc o n d i t i o n .I n t e r e s t i n g l y ,i ti s
known that when  1 is a non-positive integer, H` is ill-deﬁned.38 Since  1 =1 2iw/3, this actually
occurs at the special zipping frequencies identiﬁed in the bulk, wzip
n =  i3n/2, n 2 Z+. As we
discuss below, these correspond to poles of H`.T h e s o l u t i o n o f E q . ( B1)c a nt h u sb ee x p r e s s e d
35using H`:
Ay =( 1  ⇣)
 iw/3s
 iw/3(1   s)
 iw⇣/3(1   s/a)
 iw⇣2/3
⇥ H`
✓
 ⇣
2,i
q2
p
3
;0,2,1   2i
w
3
,1   2i
w⇣
3
;s
◆
(B8)
s =
u   1
⇣   1
(B9)
where at the horizon, s =0=u   1, F = Ay/(1   u) iw/3 is normalized to unity. Note the
appearance of the variable u in the normalization condition instead of s.
The local Heun function has a Fuchs-Frobenius series expansion in the disk |s| < 1,
H`(a,Q;↵, , 1,  2;s)=
P1
j=0 cjsj,w i t ht h ec o e   c i e n t ss a t i s f y i n g 39
c0 =1,c 1a 1   c0Q =0 ( B 1 0 )
Rjcj+1   (Qj + Q)cj + Pjcj 1 =0 ( B 1 1 )
The parameters Pj,Q j,R j used in the recursion relations are deﬁned as
Pj =( j   1+↵)(j   1+ )( B 1 2 )
Qj = j[(j   1+ 1)(1 + a)+a 2 +  3]( B 1 3 )
Rj = a(j +1 ) ( j +  1)( B 1 4 )
Contrary to its simpler hypergeometric cousins, no closed-form solution for the cj is known in
general. Nonetheless, it can be e ciently implemented and we have explicitly veriﬁed that the
series solution matches the one obtained by numerically solving the initial-value problem.
Using Eq. (20), the solution for the transverse correlator Cyy(w,q)=⇧ T(w,q)c a nb et h u s
expressed as
⇧T(w,q)
  0
= iw +
ei5⇡/6
p
3
@sH`( ⇣2,i
q2
p
3;0,2,1   2iw
3,1   2i
w⇣
3 ;s0)
H`( ⇣2,i
q2
p
3;0,2,1   2iw
3,1   2i
w⇣
3 ;s0)
(B15)
where s0 =1 /(1   ⇣)= ei5⇡/6/
p
3i st h ev a l u eo fs at u =0 .
In special cases, the Heun function can be simpliﬁed. For instance, when ↵  = Q =0 ,t h eH e u n
equation looses its RSP at s = 1 and is said to be trivial. In our case, this happens when the
momentum vanishes, q =0 .I tw a sp r e v i o u s l yf o u n d 3 that the q =0E o Mf o rAy can be analytically
solved: Ay = eiwz/3,w h e r et h es o - c a l l e dt o r t o i s ec o o r d i n a t er e a d sz(u)= ln(1   u)   ⇣ ln(1  
u/⇣) ⇣2 ln(1 u/⇣2)( s e eR e f .4 for instance). Equivalently, Ay =( 1 u)b1(1 u/⇣)b2(1 u/⇣2)b3
and the Heun function H` is simply a constant, as can be seen from Eq. (B8), or directly from the
recursion relation given above. In that case, using Eq. (B15)w er e c o v e r⇧ T(w,q)= i 0w since
36@sH` = 0. In some other cases, the Heun equation also looses a singularity and can be mapped to
the hypergeometric equation,38 for e.g. when  3 =0 ,Q = ↵ a or when Q =  1 =0 .F o ro u rO D E ,
this always implies q =0a n di st h u so fn oi n t e r e s t .
We make a remark regarding the QNMs of ⇧T =   0A0
y(0)/Ay(0). As remarked above, H` in
Eq. (B15)h a sp o l e sd i r e c t l ya tt h ez i p p i n gf r e q u e n c i e swzip
n =  i3n/2, n   1. These correspond
to poles of Ay(0) but not to zeros of ⇧T since they are canceled by the poles of A0
y(0), which are
given by the poles of the derivative of H`.T h u s ,o n l yt h ez e r o so fA0
y(0), i.e. those of H`,g i v et h e
QNM poles of ⇧T.
2.   6=0 : more singular points
We now consider the Ay-EoM including the 4-derivative term with coupling  :
A
00
y +
✓
f0
f
+
g0
g
◆
A
0
y +
w2   q2f(1   8 u3)/g
f2 Ay =0,f (u)=1  u
3 . (B16)
The main di↵erence with the   =0e q u a t i o ni st h ea p p e a r a n c eo ft h et e r mg0/g,w h e r eg =1 + 4  u3.
The equation is again Fuchsian, but when   is ﬁnite and satisﬁes | | < 1/12, it has 3 additional
RSPs compared with Eq. (B1), for a total of 7 RSPs. The new RSPs are the zeros of g(u):
 
sgn( )
(4| |)1/3(1,⇣,⇣
2)= :( v1,v 2,v 3)( B 1 7 )
Thus, they di↵er from the 3 at   =0b yaf a c t o ro f sgn( )/| |1/3.T h eR S Pa t1 remains. The
6ﬁ n i t eR S P s ,{ui,v i}, are shown in Fig. 15 for both signs of  .
The additional 3 RSP found at ﬁnite  ,h o w e v e r ,p l a yad i ↵ e r e n tr o l ef r o mt h eo r i g i n a l3ﬁ n i t e
ones, {ui}3
i=1 = {1,⇣,⇣2}.T h i si se x p e c t e do np h y s i c a lg r o u n d s :t h el a t t e ra r et h eh o r i z o n so ft h e
black hole (u =1i st h er e a lh o r i z o n ,w h i l et h eo t h e ra r et h e“ c o m p l e xh o r i z o n s ” )a n da ss u c hl e a d
to singularities in the metric. The new ones gained at ﬁnite   have nothing to do with the metric
(the gauge ﬁeld is in the probe limit) and they only a↵ect the EoM of the gauge ﬁeld. This can be
seen more mathematically as well: the characteristic exponents of the vi RSPs vanish identically.
Moreover, their presence does not a↵ect those of the ui,w h i c hw e r ef o u n dt ob e±iwui/3. One of
the characteristic exponents of the RSP at 1 changes however from 2 to 5, as must be the case
because of Fuch’s relation:
P
↵(⇢1(↵)+⇢2(↵)   1) =  2, where ↵ sums over all RSPs and the ⇢i
are the 2 exponents associated with each point.
Finally, we note that the EoM for the S-dual gauge ﬁeld ˆ Ay,E q .( 29), has 3 additional RSPs,
for a total of 10 RSPs. The new ones are the zeros of 1   8 u3:( ˆ v1, ˆ v2, ˆ v3)=
sgn( )
(8| |)1/3(u1,u 2,u 3).
Just like the vi, these also have frequency and momentum independent characteristic exponents,
in this case {0,1} instead of {0,0} for the vi.F r o m F u c h ’ s r e l a t i o n ( m e n t i o n e d i n t h e p r e v i o u s
paragraph), we see that the presence of these RSPs does not alter the characteristic exponents of
37the RSP at 1, making them even more innocuous than the vi.I n d e e d ,w e n o t e t h a t t h e y h a v e
the same characteristic exponents as a regular point.
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